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Children’s furniture creates an environment tailored to a child’s aesthetic, providing the framework and structure for daily activities; reading, playing, writing, organizing, relaxing and more. It defines their environment through style and design.
MISSION COLLECTION

Classic Mission styling in a handsome honey-oak stain. Solid hardwood birch legs and posts and birch veneers with a tough UV finish combine to create a collection that can withstand the rigors of daily use. Works beautifully in a playroom, family room or kids room. The collection boasts a great selection of storage, seating and accessory pieces. Adult assembly required. Ages 3+.

G85502  TABLE & CHAIRS SET
Set includes a table and two chairs. Double-bolt construction on table legs. Angled legs on chairs prevent tipping. Seat height 12". 28"W x 28"D x 21"H

G85504  TOY BOX
Features a spacious interior, two safety-lid supports and cutouts to prevent finger pinching. 30"W x 17.5"D x 22.5"H

G85503  EXTRA CHAIRS (SET OF TWO)
Seat height 12". Angled back legs, hardwood posts and steel hardware. 12.5"W x 12.5"D x 24"H

G85507  STORAGE BENCH WITH BINS
Bench with three storage compartments; includes three storage bins. Bench: 34.5"W x 14.5"D x 27"H
Storage Bins (Ea.): 8"W x 12"D x 6.5"H

G85506  BOOKSHELF
Perfect for storing books, toys or games. Fixed center shelf and finished back panel. (storage bins not included) 31.5" x 11"D x 24"H

G85508  STORAGE BINS - SET OF 5
Set of 5 natural cotton canvas storage bins. Three small bins: 8"W x 9"D x 6.5"H. Two large bins: 13"W x 9"D x 6.5"H.

G85504  TOY BOX
Features a spacious interior, two safety-lid supports and cutouts to prevent finger pinching. 30"W x 17.5"D x 22.5"H
CLASSIC ESPRESSO COLLECTION

The Classic Espresso Collection is a beautiful combination of design, function and features. The collection features a rich, espresso finish and boasts a great selection of storage, seating and accessory pieces. Adult assembly required. Ages 3+.

G86202 TABLE & CHAIRS SET
Set includes a table and two chairs.
Double-bolt construction on table legs.
Angled legs on chairs prevent tipping.
Seat height 12". 28"W x 24"D x 21"H

G86203 EXTRA CHAIRS (SET OF TWO)
Seat height 12". Angled back legs, hardwood posts and steel hardware.
12.5"W x 12.5"D x 24"H

G86208 STORAGE BENCH WITH BINS
Bench with three storage compartments; includes three storage bins.
Bench: 34.5"W x 14.5"D x 27"H
Storage Bins (Ea.): 8"W x 12"D x 6.5"H

G86206 STORAGE STEP-UP
Features storage beneath the top step.
13"W x 14"D x 12"H

G86204 TOY BOX
Features a spacious interior, two safety-lid supports and cutouts to prevent finger pinching. 30"W x 17.5"D x 22.5"H

G86210 VANITY AND STOOL
Includes vanity and stool. Three-sided acrylic mylar mirror, storage drawer and curved legs on vanity. Storage under stool top.
Vanity: 28"W x 13"D x 42"H
Stool: 16"W x 13"D x 15"H

G86207 BOOKSHELF
Perfect for storing books, toys or games.
Fixed center shelf and finished back panel. [storage bins not included]
31.5" x 11"D x 24"H

G86200 TAN STORAGE BINS - SET OF 5
Three small bins - 8"W x 9"D x 6.5"H.
Two large bins - 13"W x 9"D x 6.5"H.
CLASSIC WHITE COLLECTION

The Classic White Collection is a beautiful combination of design, function and features and is styled to coordinate with a variety of room decor. The collection features a soft white matte finish and gently scalloped silhouettes on key storage, seating and dress-up items. Adult assembly required. Ages 3+.

G85702 TABLE & CHAIRS SET
Set includes a table and two chairs. Double-bolt construction on table legs. Angled legs on chairs prevent tipping. Seat height 12”. 28”W x 24”D x 21”H

G85703 EXTRA CHAIRS (SET OF TWO)
Seat height 12”. Angled back legs, hardwood posts and steel hardware. 12.5”W x 12.5”D x 25”H

G85708 STORAGE BENCH WITH BINS
Bench with three storage compartments; includes three storage bins. Bench: 34.5”W x 14.5”D x 27”H Storage Bins (Ea.): 8”W x 12”D x 6.5”H

G85704 TOY BOX
Features a spacious interior, two safety-lid supports and cutouts to prevent finger pinching. 30”W x 17.5”D x 22.5”H

G85710 VANITY AND STOOL
Set includes vanity and stool. Three-sided acrylic mylar mirror, storage drawer and curved legs on vanity. Seat top folds up on stool for additional storage. Vanity: 28”W x 13”D x 42”H Stool: 16”W x 13”D x 15”H

G85707 BOOKSHELF
Fixed center shelf and finished back panel. (storage bins not included) 31.5”W x 11”D x 24”H

G85709 PINK STORAGE BINS - SET OF 5
Set of 5 pink fabric non-woven storage bins. Three small bins: 8”W x 9”D x 6.5”H. Two large bins: 13”W x 9”D x 6.5”H.

G85706 STORAGE STEP-UP
Features storage beneath the top step. 13”W x 14”D x 12”H
**SWEETIE PIE COLLECTION**

Lady bugs, dragonflies and other decorative elements playfully enhance the Sweetie Pie Collection. Hand-carved, hand-painted details and turned hardwood legs and posts make this Lambs & Ivy series the perfect collection for a bedroom or playroom. Adult assembly required. Ages 3+.

*A licensed Lambs & Ivy collection*

---

**GB86102 TABLE & CHAIRS SET**
Set includes a table and two chairs. Double-bolt construction on table legs. Angled legs on chairs prevent tipping. Seat height 12". 28"W x 28"D x 21"H

**GB86103 EXTRA CHAIRS (SET OF TWO)**
Seat height 12". Angled back legs, hardwood posts and steel hardware. 12.5"W x 12.5"D x 25"H

**GB86104 TOY BOX**
Features a spacious interior, two safety-lid supports and cutouts to prevent finger pinching. 30"W x 17.5"D x 22.5"H

**GB86108 ROCKING CHAIR**
Hardwood rocking cams, 14" seat height. 17"W x 22.5"D x 31"H

**GB86107 STORAGE STEP-UP**
Features storage beneath the top step. 13"W x 14"D x 12"H

---

*All New!*
RETRO RACERS COLLECTION
Zippy race cars speed back in time to take the checkered flag on the Retro Racers collection. Featuring brushed metal legs and posts and hand-stitched upholstered vinyl, the collection brings to life a 1950’s nostalgia in its design, materials and motifs. Adult assembly required. Ages 3+.

G85802 TABLE & CHAIRS SET
Set includes a table and two chairs. Brushed metal legs and posts with hand-stitched upholstered vinyl seat cushions and backrests. Angled legs on chairs prevent tipping. Seat height 12”. 27”Diameter x 21”H

G85803 EXTRA CHAIRS (SET OF TWO)
Seat height 12”. Brushed metal legs and posts with hand-stitched upholstered vinyl seat cushions and backrests. 12.5”W x 12.5”D x 25”H

G85807 TABLE LAMP
Hand-painted cars sit on a spinning dolly; spin the base and watch the retro racers cross the finish line. Resin sculpted cars and cloth shade. 13”Diameter x 18”H

G85808 UPHOLSTERED ROCKERS
Upholstered vinyl rocker with hand-stitched appliques. Solid wood rocking cams and surface-washable durable vinyl. 23”W x 17.5”D x 21.5”H

RETRO ROCKERS
Retro Rockers invite kids to seek new adventures as they rock back and forth in this classically styled, pretend-play rocking boat. Adult assembly required.

GS1100 Runabout 37”W x 16.5”D x 18”H
GS1101 Pirate Ship 46”W x 17”D x 17.5”H
TRANSPORTATION COLLECTION

Trains, planes, trucks and fire engines getting around town have never been such fun! Hand-painted and hand-carved details, hardwood legs and posts and a classic, timeless design give the Transportation Series a vintage appeal that is perfect for a first-room or playroom. The bright, primary palette is the perfect matchback to most room decor and bedding collections. Adult assembly required. Ages 3+.

G85302  TABLE & CHAIRS SET
Set includes a table and two chairs. Double-bolt construction on table legs. Angled legs on chairs prevent tipping. Seat height 12”. 28"W x 28"D x 21"H

G85303  EXTRA CHAIRS (SET OF TWO)
Angled back legs, hardwood posts and steel hardware. Seat height 12”. 12.5"W x 12.5"D x 25"H

G85307  TABLE LAMP
Trains, planes and trucks ride up and down and all around town. Featuring a hand-painted resin base and cloth shade. Ages 3+. 13"Diameter x 18"H

G85301  ROCKING CHAIR
Hardwood rocking cams, 14" seat height. 17"W x 22.5"D x 31"H

G85306  STORAGE STEP-UP
Features storage beneath the top step. 13"W x 14"D x 12"H

G85304  TOY BOX
Features a spacious interior, two safety-lid supports and cutouts to prevent finger pinching. 30"W x 17.5"D x 22.5"H
BUTTERFLY COLLECTION
Delicate butterflies that sparkle and entice. Vivid colors abound in this lovely hand-painted collection that will enhance any child’s room or play area. Adult assembly required. Ages 3+.

G83362 TABLE & CHAIRS SET
Set includes a table and two chairs. Double-bolt construction on table legs. Angled legs on chairs prevent tipping. Seat height 12”.
28”W x 28”D x 21”H

G83363 EXTRA CHAIRS (SET OF TWO)
Seat height 12”. Angled back legs, hardwood posts and steel hardware.
13”W x 12”D x 26”H

G83366 STORAGE STEP-UP
Features storage under the top step.
13.5”W x 13.5”D x 12.5”H

G83361 ROCKING CHAIR
Seat height 14”.
17”W x 22.5”D x 31”H

G83367 TABLE LAMP
9”W x 9”D x 16”H

G83364 TOY BOX
Interior has removable dividers to allow storage customization. The three photo cut-outs allow for personalization. Features safety hinges and cutouts to prevent finger pinching. Durable casters for easy mobility.
32.5”W x 17”D x 28.5”H

G83369 CLOTHES TREE
13”Diameter x 53”H
PLAYOFFS COLLECTION

Playoffs, our classic sports collection, features football, baseball and basketball motifs on a walnut-stained matte finish. The four-piece collection is beautifully constructed of birch hardwoods and veneers and showcases subtle hand-painting and edge detailing. Adult assembly required. Ages 3+.

A licensed Lambs & Ivy collection

Playoffs Table Top

G85602 TABLE & CHAIRS SET
Set includes a table and two chairs. Double-bolt construction on table legs. Angled legs on chairs prevent tipping. Seat height 12”. 28”W x 28”D x 21”H

G85603 EXTRA CHAIRS (SET OF TWO)
Seat height 12”. Angled back legs, hardwood posts and steel hardware. 12.5”W x 12.5”D x 25”H

G85606 STORAGE STEP-UP
Features storage under the top step. 13”W x 14”D x 12”H

G85601 ROCKING CHAIR
Hardwood rocking cams and a 14” seat height. 17”W x 22.5”D x 31”H

G85604 TOY BOX
Features a spacious interior with a lid that provides generous bench-style seating. Features safety hinges and cutouts to prevent finger pinching. 30”W x 17.5”D x 22.5”H
PAPAGAYO COLLECTION
Shades of greens and browns, sweet jungle animals, turned hardwood legs and posts in an espresso finish, and hand-carved, hand-painted details make the Lambs & Ivy Papagayo series the perfect collection for a bedroom, playroom or family room.
Adult assembly required. Ages 3+.

A licensed Lambs & Ivy collection

G85402 TABLE & CHAIRS SET
Set includes a table and two chairs. Double-bolt construction on table legs. Angled legs on chairs prevent tipping. Seat height 12". 28"W x 28"D x 21"H

G85403 EXTRA CHAIRS (SET OF TWO)
Seat height 12". Angled back legs, hardwood posts and steel hardware. 12.5"W x 12.5"D x 25"H

G85401 ROCKING CHAIR
Hardwood rocking cams, 14" seat height. 17"W x 22.5"D x 31"H

G85406 STORAGE STEP-UP
Features storage under the top step. 13"W x 13.75"D x 12"H

G85404 TOY BOX
Features a spacious interior, two safety-lid supports and cutouts to prevent finger pinching. 30"W x 17.5"D x 22.5"H
**SWAN LAKE COLLECTION**


*A licensed Lambs & Ivy collection*

---

**G84202 TABLE & CHAIRS SET**

Set includes a table and two chairs. Double-bolt construction on table legs. Angled legs on chairs prevent tipping. Seat height 12". 24"W x 28"D x 21"H

**G84203 EXTRA CHAIRS (SET OF TWO)**

Seat height 12". Angled back legs, hardwood posts and steel hardware. 12.5"W x 12.5" D x 25"H

**G84206 STORAGE STEP-UP**

Features storage under the top step. 13"W x 13.75"D x 12"H

**G84201 ROCKING CHAIR**

Seat height 14". 18"W x 22.5"D x 30.5"H

**G84204 TOY BOX**

Features a spacious interior with a lid that provides generous bench-style seating. Features safety hinges and cutouts to prevent finger pinching. 30"W x 17.5"D x 22.5"H
SAFARI COLLECTION

Lions, giraffes and zebras abound throughout this collection of safari-themed room furnishings. All of the colorful pieces are hand-painted and hand-carved. Ages 3+.

G83202 TABLE & CHAIRS SET
Removable center panel with a storage bag below. Set includes a table and two chairs. Double-bolt construction on table legs. Angled legs on chairs prevent tipping. Seat height 12”. 28”W x 28”D x 20”H

G83203 EXTRA CHAIRS (SET OF TWO)
Seat height 12”. Angled back legs, hardwood posts and steel hardware. 13”W x 12”D x 25.8”H

G83209 CLOTHES TREE
11”W x 11”D x 51”H

G83200 BOOK DISPLAY
Deep storage pockets are canvas for easy cleaning. 22”W x 12”D x 24”H

G83207 TABLE LAMP
9”W x 9”D x 16”H

G83208 TOY BOX
Features a spacious interior, two safety-lid supports and cutouts to prevent finger pinching. 30”W x 17.5”D x 22.5”H

G83206 STORAGE STEP-UP
Features a storage area below the top step. 13”W x 14.5”D x 12.5”H

G83201 ROCKING CHAIR
Seat height 14”. 16”W x 23”D x 29”H

Safari Table Top

G83200 Book Display
G83207 Table Lamp
G83209 Clothes Tree
G83208 Toy Box
G83206 Storage Step-Up
G83201 Rocking Chair
FARMHOUSE COLLECTION

Kids will delight in the vivid colors and playful farm animals, barn and sunflower fields that adorn this versatile hand-painted and hand-carved collection. Adult assembly required. Ages 3+.

G83562 TABLE & CHAIRS SET
Set includes a table and two chairs. Double-bolt construction on table legs. Angled legs on chairs prevent tipping. Seat Height 12”. 28”W x 28”D x 21”H

G83563 EXTRA CHAIRS (SET OF TWO)
Seat height 12”. Angled back legs, hardwood posts and steel hardware. 13”W x 12”D x 26”H

G83567 TABLE LAMP
9”W x 9”D x 16”H

G83561 ROCKING CHAIR
Seat height 14”. 17”W x 22.5”D x 31”H

G83566 STORAGE STEP-UP
Features storage under the top step. 13.5”W x 13.5”D x 12.5”H

G83569 CLOTHES TREE
11”Diameter x 51”H

G83564 TOY BOX
Removable dividers for storage customization. Safety hinges and cutouts to prevent finger pinching. Durable casters for mobility. 32.5”W x 15.5”D x 25”H
NOAH’S ARK COLLECTION

The story of Noah and his ark and the pairs of animals that sailed with him are illustrated in this colorful collection. All pieces are hand-crafted and hand-painted. Adult assembly required. Ages 3+.

G83302 TABLE & CHAIRS SET
The table-top features a removable center panel with a storage bag below. Set includes a table and two chairs. Double-bolt construction on table legs. Angled legs on chairs prevent tipping. Seat height 12”. 28”W x 28”D x 20”H

G83303 EXTRA CHAIRS (SET OF TWO)
Seat height 12”. Angled back legs, hardwood posts and steel hardware. 13”W x 12”D x 26”H

G83300 BOOK DISPLAY
Storage pockets are canvas for easy cleaning. 22”W x 12”D x 24”H

G83307 TABLE LAMP
9”W x 9”D x 16”H

G83308 TOY BOX
Features a spacious interior, two safety-lid supports and cutouts to prevent finger pinching. 30”W x 17.5”D x 22.5”H

G83301 ROCKING CHAIR
Seat height 14”. 16”W x 23”D x 29”H

G83306 STORAGE STEP-UP
Features storage under the top step. 13”W x 14.5”D x 12.5”H

G83302 Table & Chairs Set
G83303 Extra Chairs (Set of Two)
G83300 Book Display
G83307 Table Lamp
G83308 Toy Box
G83301 Rocking Chair
G83306 Storage Step-Up
PIRATE COLLECTION
Hoist the anchor and unfurl the Jolly Roger! Our Pirate furniture collection sets the theme for adventure on the high seas and the search for buried treasure! Bold colors create the perfect background for inspiring images of ships at full sail, treasure chests, and mysterious maps where “X” marks the spot! Stylish wood turnings add to the authentic detail! Adult assembly required. Ages 3+.

Pirate Table Top

G83702  TABLE & CHAIRS SET
Set includes a table and two chairs. Double-bolt construction on table legs. Angled legs on chairs prevent tipping. Seat height 12”. 28”W x 28”D x 21”H

G83703  EXTRA CHAIRS (SET OF TWO)
Seat height 12”. Angled back legs, hard-wood posts and steel hardware. 12”W x 12.5” D x 25”H

G83408  ROCKING CHAIR
Seat height 14”. 17”W x 22”D x 31”H

G83707  TABLE LAMP
Features dimensional resin ship with adventure figures. 13”W x 23”D x 18”H

G83704  TREASURE CHEST
Features spacious interior with dividers, safety lid supports and cutouts to prevent finger pinching. 33.5”W x 20”D x 20”H

G51101  PIRATE SHIP ROCKER
46”W x 17”D x 17.5”H

(800) 524-3555 • www.guidecraft.com
Using The Product Grid: Combine a product number listed down the left side with a team number shown across the top. Example: Red Sox Toy Box: Product # G110 + Team # 08 = G11008. To see all of the products of any team listed go to www.guidecraft.com. Click on “Sports Furniture” in the Shop by Category bar on the left side of our Home Page. Then, click on “MLB”. A list of all teams will be displayed. View the team of your choice.
**MOON & STARS COLLECTION**

Cheerful primary colors and moon and star cutouts highlight this fun and versatile collection. Adult assembly required. Ages 3+.

**G98041 TABLE & CHAIRS SET**
This brightly colored hardwood table comes with two chairs. Double-bolt construction on table legs. Angled legs on chairs prevent tipping. Seat height 12”.
27.5"W x 21.5"D x 20"H

**G98044 EXTRA CHAIRS (SET OF TWO)**
Set of 2; one green, one yellow. Seat height 12”.
10.5"W x 14.5"D x 22.5"H

**G98039 STORAGE STEP-UP**
Solid rubberwood steps with smooth, round edges. Features storage beneath the top step. 13"W x 14"D x 12"H

**G98040 MEDIA CAROUSEL**
Perfect to store books, videos, CD’s and DVD’s. Rotates on its base to provide easy access. Sturdy hardwood design.
20" Diameter x 31"H

**G98046 SEE, STORE AND TAKE-ALONG**
Sturdy wooden construction with casters for easy mobility. Buckets have locking lids and easy-tote handles.
33"W x 16"D x 29.5"H

**G98043 STACKING BOOKSHELVES**
Use together or separately. Includes two shelves. Each shelf measures 24"W x 12"D x 18"H

**G98038 TOY BOX**
Features a pull-out storage drawer on bottom of toy box, a spacious interior in the top portion, two safety-lid supports and cutouts to prevent finger pinching.
30"W x 17.5"D x 20"H

---

(800) 524-3555 • www.guidecraft.com
G6432  WOODSCAPE TABLE
The natural satin finish and simple, clean lines highlight our stylish Woodscape table. Durable birch construction designed for years of rugged use. Ideal for a reading, homework or a project table. Adult assembly required. 24"W x 32"D x 24"H. Ages 5+.

G6433  WOODSCAPE CHAIRS (SET OF TWO)
Durable birch construction for years of heavy use, the bent wood design of our Woodscape chairs adds seating comfort and classic styling. Designed to be used with our Woodscape birch table. Chair seat height is 14". Ships fully assembled. Chairs measure 15"W x 15.5"D x 29.5"H. Ages 7+.

G6434  NORDIC ROCKER
Comfort and stylish design are combined in this sturdy cushioned chair. Constructed to last, our Nordic Rocker is also ideal for school use, in libraries or reading centers. Seat height 16". Adult assembly required. Maximum weight limit 120 lbs. 20"W x 24"D x 30"H. Ages 7+.

G6438  TEACHERS ROCKER
Designed for teachers to match our Kiddie and Nordic rockers, the Teachers Rocker is the perfect blend of style and functionality for the classroom. Natural bent wood contours and smooth edges offer a modern design. Seat height 16". Maximum weight limit 250 lbs. Adult assembly required.

NEW!
KIDDIE ROCKERS

Sturdy construction and comfort define these kid-sized chairs and sofa. Each is ideal for dramatic play, reading or quiet time. Adult assembly required. Ages 3+.

KIDDIE ROCKER CHAIR SET
Chair: 16"W x 19"D x 25.5"H
Seat height 10".
Table height 12".
Maximum weight 100lbs.
G6400 Red • G6406 Blue

KIDDIE ROCKER COUCH
Couch: 31.5"W x 19"D x 25.5"H
Seat height 10".
G6401 Red • G6407 Blue

NORDIC TABLE AND CHAIRS SET
Modern design and classic styling; the natural bentwood contours and smooth edges invite you to sit for a while and create, snack, read and more. Includes table and four stools. Adult assembly required. 27.5"W x 27.5"D x 20.5"H. Ages 3+.
G81045 Natural • G81046 Color

G6400 Chair Set (Red) with Table

G6401 Couch (Red)

G6407 Couch (Blue)

G81046 Color

G81045 Natural
G85900 DISCOVERY TABLE
Features a handsome Espresso finish. Double-bolt construction on table legs provides a sturdy task area. Ideal for reading, homework or a project table. Adult assembly required. 36"W x 24"D x 24"H

G85901 DISCOVERY CHAIRS (SET OF TWO)
Features one red and one blue chair with routing details. Seat height 14". Angled back legs, hardwood posts and steel hardware. Adult assembly required. 13"W x 13"D x 27"H

G86002 HARMONY TABLE
Features decorative routed edges. Double-bolt construction on table legs provides a sturdy task area. Ideal for reading, homework or a project table. Adult assembly required. 36"W x 24"D x 24"H

G86003 HARMONY CHAIRS (SET OF TWO)
Features one yellow and one pink chair with routing details. Seat height 14". Angled back legs, hardwood posts and steel hardware. Adult assembly required. 13"W x 13"D x 27"H

JR. ROLL-TOP DESK
Desk features a pull-out writing board, lap drawer and two file drawers. The roll top interior has multiple storage compartments, pigeon holes and a pencil drawer. Chair included. Seat height 14.5". Adult assembly required. 27"W x 14"D x 36"H

G97300 Light Oak
G97301 White
G97302 Espresso
encourage expression
Dramatic Play

G97249 ALL IN ONE PLAY KITCHEN
Our All in One Play Kitchen features a beautiful neutral palette of greens, blues, creams and light wood grain veneers, making it the perfect kitchen for unisex play. Includes a host of details that enhance play value and lead to hours of creative play: a refrigerator with shelf and write-on, wipe-off marker board; a sink; a microwave; an oven with pull-out rack; a dishwasher; open and closed storage; a wall phone, and more. Adult assembly required. Ages 3+. 50"W x 16"D x 40"H

Shown Above:
- Refrigerator with storage shelf
- Oven with slide-out shelf
- Dishwasher with pretend-play interior
HIDEAWAY KITCHENS

A best-selling concept - children’s dramatic play kitchens - just took a great leap forward with the addition of the Hideaway Playtime and Country Kitchens! In a few simple steps, the Hideaway Kitchen compactsto a depth of 6”, allowing it to be efficiently stored when not in use. Offers plenty of features including a sink, a stove; an oven with pull-out rack; a dishwasher; functioning knobs, clock and more. Adult assembly required. Ages 3+.
30"W x 15.25"D x 38"H

In less than a minute the Hideaway Kitchen folds for easy storage.

Remove one bolt, fold up the counter, fold up the base, unlatch the side hinges and hideaway!

Only 6” thick when folded!
Store away when not in use, between kids, or for easy transportation and more.

G97272 Hideaway Playtime Kitchen

G97273 Hideaway Country Kitchen
Dramatic Play

G97258 KITCHENETTE
This mini kitchen includes sink, refrigerator and oven with pull-out racks, microwave, stove top, clock, cordless telephone and write on/wipe off message board. Adult assembly required. Ages 3+. 18"W x 18"L x 38.5"H

G97260 TODDLER KITCHEN ISLAND
Toddlers will love this downsized unit, made just for them! Complete with oven, stove top, microwave, sink and washer. Features include turning knobs and write on/wipe off message board. Adult assembly required. 16"W x 12.5"D x 28"H

G97255 COMPLETE KITCHEN CENTER
Features 5 major appliances in one attractive play island. Complete with stove, oven, microwave, sink and dishwasher with removable plate rack. Spacious, kid-friendly counter-top. Has turning knobs, silk-screened controls, acrylic windows on appliance doors, wooden shelves for loads of storage and write on/wipe off message board. Adult assembly required. 32"W x 23.5"D x 44"H
**G97270 SWING DOOR KITCHEN**

With the addition of a door, this play kitchen opens for enhanced dramatic play possibilities, yet can be quickly and easily closed to help turn children’s attention to other activities. Cooks can practice pretend-play skills in the kitchen, then serve food to the customers through the counter window. Door closes to hide and compact the unit when not in use. Full of details that enhance play value: a fridge; a sink; a stove; an oven with pull-out rack; a dishwasher; multi-position door and more. Adult assembly required. Ages 3+. 42”W x 17.5”D x 40”H

---

**FOOD AND NUTRITION**

**G460 Breakfast**

**G461 Lunch**

**G462 Dinner**

**SORTING FOOD TRAYS**

The Breakfast, Lunch and Dinner Sorting Food Trays offer well-balanced meals and colorful tray settings in fun, puzzle-like configurations. Helps develop shape and fine-motor skills and encourages imaginative play. Ages 2+. Tray size: 11” x 14” each.

G460 BREAKFAST • G461 LUNCH • G462 DINNER

**G313 WOODEN GROCERY PRODUCTS**

Set of 12 food and personal care items, hand-screened on MDF with rounded corners and edges. Vibrant colors and retro artwork are perfect for dramatic play.

(Milk carton 7.5” tall)

**G317 INTERNATIONAL FOODS**

Set of 12 popular international foods expands dramatic play to include multi-ethnic items.
COLOR-BRIGHT


**G97262 STOVE**
Features moveable knobs. 15.5"W x 14"D x 26"H

**G97264 DISHWASHER**
Includes slide-out rack for easy loading. 15.5"W x 14"D x 26"H

**G97261 REFRIGERATOR**
Features two removable shelves and two separate compartment doors. 15.5"W x 14"D x 34"H

**G97265 MICROWAVE**
Features an acrylic window for easy viewing. 5"W x 11.5"D x 10"H

**G97266 SIDE SHELF**
14"W x 14"D x 26"H

**G97263 SINK**
Includes cabinet with storage shelf and sink. 15.5"W x 14"D x 26"H

Line up items to create linear or square configurations.
G51062 4 IN 1 DRAMATIC PLAY THEATER
Dramatic play at its finest. Honey-oak stained frame holds two separate removable panels - each with a different theme on either side - that easily slide into grooves in the back of the theater and lock into place. Themes include: Post Office, Puppet Theater, Doctor’s Office or Diner. A counter and stabilizing feet are also included. Adult assembly required. Ages 3+. 45”W x 12”D x 50”H

Lift the two tabs at rear of theater to change panels and replace them in the “down” position to lock.
GS1058 ROYAL TABLETOP PUPPET THEATER
The rich colors and plush velvet curtains recall days of Shakespeare! Vinyl pouch on the marquee holds pre-printed title cards which are included or kids can make their own. Easy “locking slot assembly” makes it a breeze to put together or take apart for storage. Ages 3+.
25”W x 9.5”D x 22.5”H

GS1060 CENTER STAGE FLOOR PUPPET THEATER
Interchangeable marquee signs can turn this puppet theater into a store, a post office, or using the blank chalkboard, anything a child can imagine! Features sturdy non-tip construction, a ledge for pretend play or to rest puppets, front curtains with Velcro ties that slide open and closed for performances, and a rear curtain to enclose the theater space. Folds flat for storage when not in use. Ships assembled. Ages 3+.
35.5”W x 14”D x 52.5”H

G97050 PUPPET STAND
Solid hardwood puppet stand holds 8 hand puppets. Puppets not included.
16”W x 6”D x 16”H

GS1061 CENTER STAGE TABLETOP PUPPET THEATER
Sturdy tabletop puppet theater features curtain that parts in the middle and slides to either side. A double-sided marquee provides chalkboard on the reverse side allowing children to title performances or expand play to anything they imagine. Folds flat for storage. Ships assembled. Ages 3+.
24”W x 6”D x 28”H

www.guidecraft.com • (800) 524-3555
G98102 SEE AND STORE DRESS-UP CENTER NATURAL
Great for the classroom, nursery school or home, the See and Store Dress Up Unit features three storage units on one side for toys, shoes and dramatic play items; a deep bottom with sides; a sturdy wood dowel for hanging clothes and costumes; and an acrylic mirror for dramatic play. Durable birch construction with a clear acrylic top-coat ensures years of use. Adult assembly required. 36"W x 14"D x 42"H

G98103 SEE AND STORE DRESS-UP CENTER PASTEL
Perfect for the bedroom or playroom, this colorful piece features three storage bins on one side for toys, shoes and dramatic play items; a deep bottom with sides; a sturdy wood dowel for hanging clothes and costumes, and an acrylic mirror. Adult assembly required. 36"W x 14"D x 42"H

DRESS-UP CAROUSEL
Available in both hardwood (natural) and painted (pastel), these revolving carousels feature hanging areas with wooden pegs, eight storage cubbies, two mirrors and storage bins for makeup, jewelry, scarves, hats, shoes and more. Adult assembly required. Ages 3+. 20"Dia. x 49.5"H
G98101 NATURAL • G98100 PASTEL
Dramatic Play

DOLL FURNITURE

Our heirloom-quality Doll Furniture Collection is the perfect play-time ensemble. Made of hardwood solids, each piece is available in both natural and espresso finishes, and features classic styling and playful, imaginative design features. Designed for dolls up to 21”, the bed, cradle and buggy feature a poly-cotton three-piece bedding set that includes a soft pillow, fiber-filled comforter and a comfy bottom comforter. Adult assembly required. Ages 3+.

**DOLL TABLE AND CHAIR SET**
Table: 10”W x 12”D x 8.5”H  
Chairs: 6”W x 6.5”D x 11.5”H  
G98115 ESPRESSO  •  G98114 NATURAL

**DOLL HIGH CHAIR**
11”W x 11”D x 24”H  
G98105 ESPRESSO  •  G98104 NATURAL

**DOLL BUGGY**
22”W x 12”D x 17”H  
G98107 ESPRESSO  •  G98106 NATURAL

**DOLL PLAY KITCHEN**
21”W x 13”D x 15.5”H  
G98121 ESPRESSO  •  G98120 NATURAL

**DOLL BED – ESPRESSO**
23”W x 13.5”D x 12.5”H  
G98111 ESPRESSO  •  G98110 NATURAL

**DOLL BUNK BED**
22”W x 13.5”D x 22.5”H  
G98117 ESPRESSO  •  G98116 NATURAL

**DOLL CRADLE**
23”W x 14”D x 14.5”H  
G98113 ESPRESSO  •  G98112 NATURAL

G98121 Doll Play Kitchen • Espresso  
G98117 Doll Bunk Bed • Espresso  
G98113 Doll Cradle • Espresso  
G98111 Doll Bed • Espresso  
G98107 Doll Buggy • Espresso  
G98105 Doll High Chair • Espresso  
G98115 Doll Table and Chairs Set • Espresso

Our heirloom-quality Doll Furniture Collection is the perfect play-time ensemble. Made of hardwood solids, each piece is available in both natural and espresso finishes, and features classic styling and playful, imaginative design features. Designed for dolls up to 21”, the bed, cradle and buggy feature a poly-cotton three-piece bedding set that includes a soft pillow, fiber-filled comforter and a comfy bottom comforter. Adult assembly required. Ages 3+.
G98114 Table and Chairs Set • Natural

G98104 Doll High Chair • Natural
G98120 Doll Play Kitchen • Natural
G98106 Doll Buggy • Natural

G98110 Doll Bed • Natural
G98116 Doll Bunk Bed • Natural
G98112 Doll Cradle • Natural
G98061 VICTORIAN DOLLHOUSE
This architectural beauty features three floors, six spacious rooms, an oversized attic, inviting balconies, two pair of swinging French doors and two spiral staircases. Constructed of 1/4" birch plywood, this detailed design is built to take the demands of schools and day-care centers. Spire and roof assembly are designed to "break-away" if a child falls into them and then easily re-attach for continued fun. 1" to 1' scale. Adult assembly required. 28"W x 13.5"D x 38"H

G98062 DOLLHOUSE FURNITURE
Forty-five piece furniture collection includes enough items to furnish three bedrooms, a kitchen, dining room and bathroom. This solid wood furniture features working drawers and doors; removable bed spreads and pillows; and other great details that will encourage hours of creative play.
create your own
masterpiece

“Children gain an understanding of their world through creative exploration: drawing, painting, sculpting, collage and more. Give them the tools to make art and you give them the opportunity to make sense of their lives and the world around them.”

Heidi Lanino
Artist and Teacher
G51085 4-IN-1 FLIPPING FLOOR EASEL
Paint, draw, color, create! The drawing panel on this versatile easel quickly “flips” from chalkboard to a magnetic, write-on/wipe-off surface. Complete with five paint cup holders built into the sturdy wood frame. Paper roll included.
16.5"W x 25.5"D x 42.5"H

G98053 15" REPLACEMENT PAPER ROLL
Replacement roll for items G51080 and G51085. 15" x 200'

G51086 4-IN-1 FLIPPING TABLETOP EASEL
A downsized, tabletop easel, perfect for smaller work areas. Changes from a chalkboard to a magnetic, write-on/wipe-off surface with a quick “flip”. Includes a tray for holding markers, crayons or chalk. Paper roll included.
10.5"W x 17"D x 20"H

G98052 9" REPLACEMENT PAPER ROLL
Replacement roll for item 51086. 9" x 300'

G97047 TABLETOP PAPER CENTER
Sits on the floor or table. Features a child-safe cutter and 4 non-marking suction cup feet for stability and easy use. 12" x 100' paper roll included. 14.5"W x 7"D x 9"H

G51080 4-IN-1 FLIPPING FLOOR EASEL
Paint, draw, color, create! The drawing panel on this versatile easel quickly “flips” from chalkboard to a magnetic, write-on/wipe-off surface. Complete with five paint cup holders built into the sturdy wood frame. Paper roll included.
16.5"W x 25.5"D x 42.5"H

G98054 12" REPLACEMENT PAPER ROLL
Fits items G97047, G98048, and G98049. 12" x 300'

G98053 15" REPLACEMENT PAPER ROLL
Fits items G51080 and G51085. 15" x 200'

G98050 18" REPLACEMENT PAPER ROLL
Fits items G51082. 18" x 200'

G406 MULTI-USE PLYWOOD PLANKS (SET OF 50)
Six different plywood shapes create endless opportunities for craft projects, building, nailing, stacking, cutting, sorting and more. Made of 9mm birch plywood with sanded edges. No top coat or surface coatings. Can be stained or painted. Eight pieces per shape except the two smallest, which have nine. Smallest shape: 2" x 3". Largest shape: 4" x 6". Ages 3+

VARI-DESIGN WOODEN SHAPES
Exciting variety of wood shapes and sizes provide endless opportunities for creative expression: sort, color, build, match, glue, sand and nail. Contents will vary.
G401 6 LB. BOX  •  G402 18 LB. BOX

NEW!
G98052 9" REPLACEMENT PAPER ROLL
Fits item G51086. 9" x 300'

G98054 12" REPLACEMENT PAPER ROLL
Fits items G97047, G98048, and G98049. 12" x 300'

G98053 15" REPLACEMENT PAPER ROLL
Fits items G51080 and G51085. 15" x 200'

G98050 18" REPLACEMENT PAPER ROLL
Fits items G51082. 18" x 200'
**G51082 DELUXE ART CENTER**
With a 47" x 30" tabletop, paper roll holder, canvas storage bins, top storage cubbies and more, the Deluxe Art Center creates the perfect setting for drawing, crafts and creative activities. Features solid wood legs with rugged birch plywood surfaces and a UV-coated tabletop. Paper roll holder accepts up to an 18" roll. Includes table with storage sides, two stools, six 9"W x 11"D x 4"H canvas storage bins, and one 18" x 50' starter roll of paper. Table measures 47"W x 31"D x 32"H (21"H tabletop surface). Stools measure 13"W x 13"D x 15"H (12" Seat height). Ages 3+. Adult assembly required.

**G98049 Red**

**ART TABLE & CHAIR SET**
Features a paper roll caddy and a child-friendly paper cutter. Available in both pink and red. Set includes table, chair and paper roll. Adult assembly required.
21.5"W x 17.5"D x 19"H
Seat height 12''.
G98048 PINK • G98049 RED

**G98048 Pink**

**G51080 ART ACTIVITY DESK**
Features include:
- 15" replaceable roll of art paper
- Easy, safe cutter for rolled paper
- Write-on/wipe-off easel surface
- Stool with storage included
- Magnetic easel face
- Storage in fold-down desk
- Adjustable side shelves
- 35.5"W x 20"D x 40"H

**NEW!**
Includes six canvas storage bins for holding supplies, paper and more. Sectioned top compartment.
HIGH RISE STEP-UP
Constructed of birch plywood, this sturdy step stool is designed for home areas that are a little harder to reach. Great for a kitchen, playroom or bathroom. Builds confident climbing skills. Features hand holds to assist in climbing up and down, side panels and textured, non-slip stair treads.
17"L x 21"W x 32H
G97016 HIGH RISE STEP-UP: NATURAL
G97017 HIGH RISE STEP-UP: ESPRESSO

G97325 KITCHEN HELPER
Lightweight, easy to move, fold and store; our Kitchen Helper safely and securely elevates children to countertop height. Easily adjusts to three platform heights. Features fun cutouts, wipe-off marker board and chalkboard. Ships fully assembled. Safely supports up to 125 lbs. Ages 3+.
20"L x 21"W x 37"H

Folds flat for storage.
skill building through discovery

“Manipulative materials develop small muscles in children’s fingers and hands and also help develop eye-hand coordination. Fine-motor development progresses slowly during the preschool years but can be fostered by providing ample opportunities for open-ended activities and by providing appropriate tools.”

Bredekamp and Copple
G6701 FRACTION ACTION BOARD
Children explore sorting, sequencing and fraction skills with the Fraction Action Board. Reinforces shape-recognition and color-matching and develops fine-motor skills and hand-eye coordination. Includes 18 large pieces and the storage tray. Made from eco-friendly rubberwood and stained with low VOC aniline dyes. Activity booklet included. Ages 2+. 9.5”W x 9.5”D x 1.25”H

G6703 SHAPE AND COLOR SORTER
Children will love sorting and matching the 9 chunky shapes to their matching locations on the Shape and Color Sorter. Large pieces are easy to grasp and feature rounded corners and edges. Develops fine-motor skills and hand-eye coordination. Made from eco-friendly rubberwood and stained with low VOC aniline dyes. Activity booklet included. Ages 2+. 9.5”W x 9.5”D x 1.25”H

G6702 SUN SORTER
Explore patterns, fractals, shape-sorting and sequencing. Features 12 wooden pieces and circular tray. Can be used with the tray or as an independent shape and color-matching manipulative. Develops fine-motor skills and hand-eye coordination. Made from eco-friendly rubberwood and stained with low VOC aniline dyes. Activity booklet included. Ages 2+. 7”Dia. x 1.25”H
G6704 ONE TO FOUR SORTER
Sixteen large pieces to help build early
counting and sorting skills. Matching shapes
to the coordinating pegs reinforces early
learning math and counting activities.
Develops fine-motor skills and hand-eye
coordination. Made from eco-friendly
rubberwood and stained with low VOC
aniline dyes. Activity booklet included.
Ages 2+. 12.75"W x 3.25"D x 2.5"H

G6705 GRADIENT SORTER
Nesting wooden pieces stack to create
unique shapes: circle, square, oval and
triangle. Teaches color and shape-sorting
skills and reinforces hand-eye coordination.
Includes 12 beautiful shapes and wooden
tray. Made from eco-friendly rubberwood
and stained with low VOC aniline dyes.
Activity booklet included. Ages 2+.
6.5"W x 6.5"D x 3"H

G6706 FRACTION PAIRS
Explore fractions, shapes and patterns with
the Fraction Pairs. Eight chunky pieces are
perfect for little hands, with a matching
sorting tray. Develops fine-motor skills and
hand-eye coordination. Made from eco-
friendly rubberwood and stained with low
VOC aniline dyes. Activity booklet included.
Ages 2+. 6.5"W x 6.5"D x 2.5"H

G6707 FRACTION CUPS
Four fun wooden cups with 10 large
wooden pieces help teach fractions. Explore
whole, half, third and quarter concepts.
Develops fine motor skills and hand-eye
coordination. Made from eco-friendly rub-
erwood and stained with low VOC aniline
3.25"D x 2.75"H each
Manipulatives

**G2003 SCREW BLOCK**
This simple manipulative refines hand-eye coordination, fine-motor and color-matching skills. Nylon interior ring holds the screwdriver in place when not in use. Ages 2+. 4”W x 4”D x 6”H

**G2004 COLORED GEO FORMS**
Develops geometric shape-recognition, color-matching and size progression. Extra large base features 5 rows! Ages 2+. 10”L x 8.5”W x 4”H

**G2007 TWIST ‘N SORT**
A fun manipulative that promotes color and shape-recognition and fine-motor skills. Ages 3+. 7.5”W x 7.5”D x 5”H

**G2009 THREAD HEADS FAMILY**
Interchangeable screw-on blocks allow children to change the look of each family member! Made of solid wood with sturdy, easy-twist screw-on threads. Ages 3+. 7”W x 2”D x 7”H

**G3080 GEOMETRIC COUNTING CYLINDERS**
Six cylinders, six shapes and graduated rings. This fun manipulative develops geometric shape-recognition, counting, fraction and shape-sorting skills. Includes a handy wooden storage box. Ages 3+. 7.5”W x 5”L x 3”H
G5011 TEXTURE DOMINOES
Textured dominoes are an ideal way to help children develop tactile discrimination and visual perception. Complete with 28 wooden dominoes with textured circles for matching. Great for visual and tactile skills, games and sorting/sequencing activities. Includes sturdy wooden tray. Ages 3+. 12"L x 4"W x 2"H

G2011 1 TO 5 RING COUNTER
Color-coded numbers on base assist child in successfully placing rings. Develops counting, sorting, sequencing and math skills. Ages 2+. 9.5"L x 2.5"W x 6.5"H

G2008 SHAPE SORTING POUNDER
Children learn to sort geometric shapes and develop fine-motor skills at the same time! Geometric shapes have tough vinyl rings inside holes to hold dowels snugly. Ages 18 mo.+. 10.5"L x 4"W x 5.5"H

G527 GEO PUZZLE BOARD
Color-coded base and 2" high easy-grasp handles aid young children in successfully completing the puzzle. Ages 9 mo.+. 9"L x 9"W x 3"H

G526 CIRCLE SORTER
Graduated size circles from 2" to 5" in diameter on color-coded base have easy-to-grasp 2" high knobs. Ages 9 mo.+. 12" Dia. x 3"H
GS073  HIDE’N SEEK SHAPE SORTER
Children will love seeing the shapes "hide" as they drop them through the correct opening, and then "seek" out the pieces on the bottom platform to begin the fun once again! Ages 1+. 8.5"W x 11"D x 6.5"H

GS070  PRIMARY PUZZLE BOARD
Match the shapes and colors! Color-coded shapes and base and easy-grasp handles aid young children in successfully completing the puzzle while developing fine-motor skills. Play surface is raised to accommodate floor or tabletop play. Ages 1+. 12"W x 9"D x 5"H

GS072  COUNT AND SORT
Stack the rings by color; match the rings by number. The Count and Sort™ helps build the foundation for counting and color-sequencing. Ages 1+. 11"W x 4"D x 5"H

GS071  3 IN A ROW SORTER
Sort the graduated geometric shapes by color or size. Mix and match to create size or color patterns. Develops counting, sorting, sequencing and math skills. Ages 1+. 11.5"W x 9"D x 5"H

GS067  SEE SAW SORTER
Stack the shapes on opposite ends of the see-saw to create a balanced platform. Shapes fit snugly in routed holes. Ages 1+. 13.5"W x 5.5"D x 2"H

GS069  BALL BOPPER
Includes Ball Bopper mallet and five tough solid wood balls! Circular cutouts have sturdy vinyl rings inside holes to hold balls in place. Ages 1+. 8.5"W x 11"D x 6.5"H
G6710  MEMORY CAPS
Discover and memorize! Mix up the geometric shapes on the routed spaces on the board and hide them with the bright, red caps. The players choose two caps each turn to reveal a match. Develops memory and matching skills. Made from eco-friendly rubberwood and stained with low VOC aniline dyes. Suggested activities and games included. Ages 3+.
11.25”W x 9.5”L x 1.5”H

G6708  3D FEEL & FIND WORLD ICONS
Match the tiles to the symbols! Reach into the bag and find the shape that matches the cutout on the tile. Great for individual or group play. Easily recognizable icons based on symbols found in cultures throughout the world: hippo, car, sun, moon, cross, fish, rabbit, leaf, bird and more. Twenty different shapes in all with matching tiles. Children will love the chunky pieces and soft, playful colors. Canvas bag with drawstring and honey-stained matching tiles. Made from eco-friendly rubberwood, stained with low VOC aniline dyes. Ages 3+.

G65060  3D FEEL & FIND
Complete with 20 wooden shapes and matching, textured tiles provided in a durable canvas bag. Deal out the tiles and children reach into the bag to feel and find the corresponding wooden shape. Includes geometric and object shapes. Pieces can also be used as 20 mini whole-object puzzles! Ages 3+.

includes canvas game bag
G5064 FLOWER MATCH GARDEN PATCH
Kids will love playing in our garden as they match flower petals and stems using the easy-to-follow laminated pattern guides! Self-propping board with pegs hold their selections securely in place as they follow the patterns or create their own flowers! Stores in an attractive wood storage case that doubles as the play area. Ages 3+. 14"W x 9"D x 2.5"H

G5081 CONSTRUCTION TRUCK SORT AND MATCH
Construction Truck Sort and Match is the perfect way to teach color and shape-matching, sorting, sequencing and pattern-recognition in a fun, game-like setting. Heavy-duty pieces with embedded magnets attach to the self-propping board that has pegs and a metal backing to help guide the parts into place. Includes six double-sided pattern cards, 48 construction truck pieces, a durable birch plywood storage case. Ages 3+. 14"W x 9"D x 2.5"H

G5082 ANIMAL TRAIN SORT AND MATCH
An award-winning educational tool for teaching color-matching, shape-matching and pattern-recognition in a fun, game-like setting. Animal Train Sort and Match includes six double-sided pattern cards, 43 animal and train pieces, a wooden storage case, and a self-propping board with pegs and metal backing to help guide the parts into place. Ages 3+. 14"W x 9"D x 2.5"H
PRIMARY PUZZLES
The big, chunky pieces of these colorful puzzles are easy for toddlers and preschoolers to grasp. Familiar objects with only 5 to 7 pieces per puzzle give children confidence. Made of solid wood with bright, non-toxic paints. Ages 2+. 7”W x 7”D x 2”H

G2015 BOAT  G2016 TRAIN  G2017 HOUSE  G2018 TREE
G2019 ROBOT  G2020 FLOWER  G2021 AIRPLANE  G2022 CAR

Puzzles can be build vertically for extra play value and to enhance stacking skills.

NESTING SORT & STACK
Children will enjoy these brightly colored pieces with playful graphics as they sharpen their nesting, sorting and stacking skills. Wood construction with vibrant, non-toxic paints. Ages 3+. 8.5”W x 8”D x 3.5”H

G2005 CUBES  •  G2006 CYLINDERS
Manipulatives

PULL ALONG ANIMAL FRIENDS
These colorful, solid wooden animals will happily follow wherever a child wanders. The moving arms, heads, and tumble wheel add motion and excitement for young explorers. Ages 1+.

G2061 Puppy
6.5L x 6"W x 6.5"H

G2044 Elephant
4"L x 8.5"W x 6.5"H

G2062 Snail
8"L x 5.5"W x 6.5"H

STACK ‘N SORT
These fun and colorful sorting, stacking and nesting manipulatives develop color-matching, size progression, counting and fine motor skills. Made of durable, easy-to-clean plastic. Ages 1+. 6.5"W x 3.5"D x 6.5"H

G16900 Barrels • G16901 Cubes • G16902 Cups

G16903 STACKING PETAL CUPS
Set of 6 transparent cups with a fun, wavy design. A great toy for stacking, sorting, sequencing and color-based activities. Can be used for sand and water play, outdoor and bath activities. Largest cup measures 4.25"Dia. x 3"H, smallest measures 1.75"Dia. x 1.25"H

Ages 2+.

www.guidecraft.com • (800) 524-3555
GS061 SOUND BOX
Children shake wooden cubes to hear each unique rattling sound and find its match. Compare color-coded dots on the bottom for self-correction. Builds matching, concentration and perception skills. Ages 3+. 13”L x 10”W x 3”H

GS062 WEIGHT BOX
Develops children’s ability to perceive and differentiate weights. This learning toy builds concentration, matching and focusing skills. Children compare the weights of these smooth wooden cylinders to discover a match. Color-coded dots on the bottom allow for self-correction. This tactile educational toy is ideal for the home, preschool or day care center. Ages 3+. 9”L x 7”W x 3”H

G41475 SIZE PROGRESSION PUZZLES
This boxed set of three puzzles comes in the shape of chicks, apples and dogs. The shapes are in progression of largest to smallest. Place in and take out with the knobs on the puzzle pieces. Die-cut plywood construction. Ages 18 mo+. 11.5”L x 4”W each

D150032 TACTILE BARS
Interactive tactile game consisting of 2 wooden bars of 9 textured pieces. Strengthens tactile perception, concentration, cooperation and promotes healthy, positive, non-aggressive touch. Activity guide included. Ages 3+. 12”L x 2.5”W each bar
G96061 WOOD TECH LAPTOP
Pretend play laptop features a real QWERTY keyboard layout, moveable keys, and a mirrored acrylic screen that helps kids practice pronunciation, articulation, sound formation and more. A wonderful accessory for dramatic play and fine-motor skills practice. Birch plywood construction with sturdy plastic keys and hinges. Ages 2+. 12"W x 8"D x 1.5"H

G96062 WOOD TECH CELL PHONE
Pretend play wooden cell phone has moveable keys and a mirrored acrylic screen. A great tool for dramatic play. Children love dialing home and texting with the moveable keys. Lightweight yet sturdy; constructed of birch plywood with sturdy plastic keys and hinges. Ages 2+. 4.5"W x 2.5"D x 1"H

G3060 DRIVETIME SIGNS - SET OF 6
Features 30" tall pole, sturdy non-tip base, and adjustable sign heights. Weatherproof plastic base, pole and sign tops are perfect for outdoor play! Sign tops include: Stop; Speed Limit 25; Railroad Crossing; Yield; School Crossing and One Way. Ages 3+.
BIG RIGS CONSTRUCTION VEHICLES

Tough construction jobs are a snap with these sturdy, rugged wooden work rigs. Jumbo knobby tires, cabs that turn, beds that dump and cranes that hoist give Big Rigs the realism that inspire little builders. One wooden character is included with each vehicle. Ages 3+.

G7500 DUMP TRUCK
18.5"L x 8.5"W x 8.5"H

G7503 SEMI TRUCK
Includes truck, one crew member, logs and canvas cargo cover.
23.5"L x 8.5"W x 8.5"H

G7502 FORKLIFT & PALLET
15"L x 7.5"W x 10"H

G7504 CRANE
22"L x 8.5"W x 10"H

G7501 BULLDOZER
17"L x 9"W x 11"H

BIG RIGS CONSTRUCTION VEHICLES

G7500 Dump Truck
G7503 Semi Truck
G7502 Forklift & Pallet
G7503 Semi Truck With Cargo Cover
G7501 Bulldozer
G7504 Crane
fuel for the imagination

“This product can’t be overrated. Our son won’t put it down and takes at least one rod and one ball pretty much every where he goes, including to bed. This is by far the best money I’ve spent on a toy for my son.”

Product Review
Fat Brain Toys

Big and little builders can take their Magneatos™ Jumbo creations to the next level with these Master Builder sets. Our new series of panels, clips and bendies work with classic Magneatos™ Jumbo and Curves Series to add a whole new dimension to building. Panels provide the platform for creating more advanced structures and open a whole new world of creative play. Clips snap onto rods with minimal force. Ages 3+.

G8107  89 PIECES
G8108  148 PIECES
G8109  296 PIECES
Now younger children can play just like the big kids! Introducing the jumbo-sized magnetic construction set designed for small hands and huge imaginations. Magneatos™ provides children with the foundation for beginning design principles, such as structure, pattern, sequencing and imaginative interpretation of familiar objects. Sized perfectly for little hands, the jumbo magnetic pieces help develop fine-motor skills, build problem solving techniques, and stimulate imagination. Tested to ages 18 months+, Magneatos™ Jumbos are perfect for children ages 2+. Works with Magneatos™ Master Builder Series and Magneatos™ Curves.

G8105 24 PIECES
G8100 36 PIECES
G8101 72 PIECES
G8102 144 PIECES

When straight lines just aren’t enough, Magneatos™ Curves offer a new, fun building alternative. Tested to ages 18 months+, Magneatos™ Curves are perfect for children ages 3+. Works with Magneatos™ Master Builder Series and Magneatos™ Jumbo Series.

G8103 CURVES - 24 PCS.
G8104 CURVES - 50 PCS.
CONSTRUCT-IT EARLY BUILDER
The perfect beginning construction set for younger builders!
Complete with all of the components that the big guys use,
but the pieces are thicker, the tools are larger and both are
easier to handle. Ages 4+.
G16801 95 PCS. • G16802 160 PCS.

G16822 CONSTRUCT-IT 321 PCS.
Follow the plans or your imagination. Everything you
need is right here: nuts, bolts, wheels and tools. Imagine it. Plan

G16869 TWISTERS
The construction toy with a twist!
Large, brightly colored pieces are a "snap" to assemble!
Twisting pieces challenge the imagination and double the fun
of creating with endless building possibilities. Set of 66 Twisters
with 24 Connectors, 1 Tool.
Ages 3+.

G16870 TWISTERS CURVES
The same fun concept as
Twisters, only the pieces are
curved! Twisters Curves open the
doors to crazy creations and are
perfect for creativity beyond
straight lines. Set of 66 Curves
with 24 Connectors, 1 Tool.
Ages 3+.
STACK’EMS

Stack’em, sort’em, build’em! A collection of colorful shapes to stimulate the imagination for hours of construction fun. All shapes are sized for little hands, self-locking and easily disassembled. Develops fine-motor skills and hand-eye coordination. Ages 3+.

G16840 STACK’EMS TOP HATS 120 PCS.
G16841 STACK’EMS FLOWERS 144 PCS.
G16842 STACK’EMS PUMPKINS 96 PCS.
G16843 STACK’EMS GEARS 96 PCS.

G16840 Stack’ems Top Hats
G16841 Stack’ems Flowers
G16842 Stack’ems Pumpkins
G16843 Stack’ems Gears

G16831 LOCKING LADDERS
Building is a snap, with no extra hardware needed to fasten the pieces. Just lock the ladders together and watch the building begin! Easy-fit pieces snap together firmly, but have enough flexibility to create a snug fit. Includes one figure for imaginative play. 75 piece construction set. Ages 3+.

G16833 INTERLOX 96 PCS.
Build, design and create with Interlox! No hardware or tools necessary; simply clip the edges together to create an unlimited array of constructions: buildings, people, robots, animals and more. Translucent plastic panels with inset details in five beautiful colors. Ages 3+.

G16860 SKYSCRAPER BUILDING SET
Snap the columns and platforms together to go higher and higher! Build soaring towers or broad, multi-building complexes. Pieces easily snap into base and onto column and extenders to help children gain an understanding of basic construction principles. Develops fine-motor skills and hand-eye coordination. 162 piece construction set. Ages 3+.
"I had an opportunity to display Block Mates at many different early childhood conferences and watch teachers’ responses. They were intrigued; they were curious; and they were wowed by this innovative new twist on block play. What could be bad about a new block prop that would entice children to rediscover the block area? Or better yet, pique the interest of children who rarely venture into the block area."

Leslie Silk Eslinger
Education and Product Development Specialist
Becker’s School Supplies
Block Mates™ build upon the wonderful foundation of unit blocks by providing children with a themed exploration set, designed to enhance the original principles of block-building. All Block Mates™ are designed to fit standard unit blocks and can be built in their natural form or mixed and matched with others in the set to create new, imaginative vehicles or creatures. Our patented gasket design ensures a snug fit. Blocks not included. Ages 3+.

**Patented gasket design** ensures a snug fit.

**Mix, match** and create!

**Works with** standard unit blocks.

**NEW!**

**G7604 COMMUNITY VEHICLES**

**G7605 CONSTRUCTION VEHICLES**

**NEW!**

**G7600 SET OF 5 UNIT BLOCKS**
5 pc. block set. Perfect for use with Block Mates™. Each block is 5.5" x 1.375" x 2.75".
Block Mates

G7601  FARM ANIMALS
Set of 5 farm animals: Horse, Pig, Cow, Sheep and Goat. Features patented nylon gasket.

G7603  SAFARI ANIMALS
Set of 5 safari animals: Rhinoceros, Elephant, Gorilla, Alligator and Lion. Features patented nylon gasket.

G7601  DINOSAURS
Set of 5 dinosaurs: Spinosaurus, Stegosaurus, Tyrannosaurus Rex, Triceratops and Brontosaurus. Features patented nylon gasket.
imagine
building a bridge, a skyscraper, an entire city

“If there is one toy every child should have, blocks are it!”

Joanne Oppenheim, Oppenheim Toy Portfolio
CLASSROOM UNIT BLOCKS

Our European quality unit blocks are made to resist dents and dings. You’ll notice the difference. Our blocks are finely sanded and rounded to eliminate any sharp edges and are splinter-free to protect young tender hands. All of our blocks are guaranteed for life. Ages 2+.

G93402 45 PC. SET
G93404 86 PC. SET
G93110 110 PC. SET
G93406 170 PC. SET
G93390 390 PC. SET

“OUR #1 MUST-HAVE TOY FOR PRESCHOOLERS IS A SET OF UNIT BLOCKS!”
- Stephanie Oppenheim
Oppenheim Toy Portfolio
HARDWOOD UNIT BLOCKS

These economical hardwood blocks are perfect for school or home use. They are crafted to the same kindergarten size and quality standards you have come to expect. Single unit block measures 2.75"W x 1.375" Thick x 5.5"L. Ages 2+.

G6200 34 PC. BLOCK SET
G6210 76 PC. DELUXE BLOCK SET
G7600 5 PC. BLOCK SET
G97055 BLOCK CART
Our block cart features heavy-duty casters, a sliding front panel for easy storage and unloading, and a chalkboard front panel for incorporating writing or drawing into creative block play. Solid birch plywood construction with a tough UV coating. Adult assembly required. Ages 3+. 24"W x 14"D x 17"H

G97056 SCHOOL SUPPLY BLOCK CART
Features heavy-duty casters, a sliding front panel for easy storage and unloading, and a write-on/wipe-off front panel for incorporating writing or drawing into creative block play. Solid birch plywood construction with a tough UV coating. Adult assembly required. Ages 3+. 24"W x 14"D x 17"H

Front panel lifts up or may be removed completely for easier access to all blocks.

G6200 34 pc. Block Set
G6210 76 pc. Deluxe Block Set
G7600 5 pc. Block Set
G97055 Block Cart
G97056 School Supply Block Cart
**G97079 MINI HOLLOW BLOCKS**
A new addition to our family of blocks, our 16-piece set Mini Hollow Blocks are sized to standard unit block construction. Beautifully constructed with birch plywood and solids, and no exposed screws or hardware. Edges are rounded and surfaces are sanded smooth for safety and hours of creative play. Blocks are sealed and finished with a UV coating. For indoor use only. Ages 3+.

**G97080 JR. HOLLOW BLOCKS**
Oversized hollow blocks for giant creations! This 16-piece set is constructed of birch plywoods and solids. Edges are rounded and surfaces are sanded smooth for safety and hours of creative play. Blocks are sealed and finished inside and out. For indoor use only. Ages 3+.

**G6230 ARCHES AND TUNNELS**
Witness a new dimension to block building as children incorporate arches and tunnels in their block play cities to create new and exciting structures. Set of 10 includes 2 tunnels and 8 arches. 11"W x 2.75"D x 5.5"L. Ages 3+. 
**RAINBOW BLOCKS**
An adventure in color, light and sound! Indulge your child’s appetite for exploration by combining blocks to form new colors and sounds, or stack the blocks in a different order each time to form new and exciting shapes. Smooth hardwood frames with primary colored plexi windows. Sized to standard unit block measurements. Ages 2+.

**G3013 SHIMMERING WATER**
Eight blocks per package: 4 rectangle and 4 half moon shapes. Features plexi inner with colored liquid. Ages 2+.

**G3014 SAND**
Eight blocks per package: 4 rectangle and 4 half moon shapes. Features plexi inner with colored sand. Ages 2+.

**G3012 CRYSTAL BEAD**
Eight blocks per package: 4 rectangle and 4 half moon shapes. Features plexi inner with colored beads. Ages 2+.

**RAINBOW BLOCKS WATER, SAND AND CRYSTAL BEAD**
A great addition to the block play family. Smooth hardwood frames with primary colored plexi windows; choose from shimmering water, sand or crystal bead interiors. Sized to standard unit block measurements. Ages 3+.

**G5066 STACKING RAINBOW PYRAMID**
Six hardwood stacking squares feature inset colored plexi for stacking, sorting, building, sequencing and creating imaginative, colorful constructions! Doubles as a stand-alone manipulative or an addition to hardwood block construction. Hardwood frames, rounded corners and edges, and inset acrylic plexiglass. Largest square measures 7”W x 7”D x 2”H. Ages 2+.

**G3015 10 PIECE BLOCK SET  •  G3016 30 PIECE BLOCK SET**

**G3017 MIRROR BLOCKS**
Set of 10 mirror blocks features hardwood frames with soft, rounded corners and mylar mirrored double-faced interiors. Sized to standard unit block measurements. Ages 2+.

**G3016 30 PIECE BLOCK SET**

**G5066 Stacking Rainbow Pyramid - 6 pcs.**
G6709 CITY BLOCKS
With the 65-piece City Blocks set, young builders will love to explore the endless possibilities in urban construction and environmental design. Includes little trees and people to round out the landscape and to enhance creative play. Blocks have smooth, sanded edges, and are made from eco-friendly rubberwood, a renewable resource, and stained with low VOC aniline dyes. Helps build fine-motor and three-dimensional design skills. Includes handy canvas storage bag with drawstring. Ages 3+.

MINI UNIT BLOCKS
Our Mini Unit Blocks are scaled to work with traditional Kindergarten unit blocks and come with a handy wood case. All sets measure 6.5"W x 6.5"L x 2"H. Ages 3+.

G3071 16 Pcs.
G3072 36 Pcs.
G3073 20 Pcs.
G3074 24 Pcs.
G3075 36 Pcs.
G3076 22 Pcs.
G3077 24 Pcs.
G3078 20 Pcs.
G3079 28 Pcs.

G3020 BLOCK TOPPERS
Set of 8 hardwood block play signs sized to fit standard unit blocks. Set includes: Post Office, Fire Station, Hospital, Police Station, Airport, Fruit Stand, School and Gas Station. Each Block Topper measures 5.5"W x 2.5"H x 1.375"D. Ages 2+

G3071 16 Pcs.
G3072 36 Pcs.
G3073 20 Pcs.
G3074 24 Pcs.
G3075 36 Pcs.
G3076 22 Pcs.
G3077 24 Pcs.
G3078 20 Pcs.
G3079 28 Pcs.

G309 7" BLOCK PLAY TRAFFIC SIGNS
Teach sign recognition and safety at an early age while increasing children’s fun with block play. All-wood, sturdy, non-tip bases, perfect for the tabletop or floor. Set of 13. Ages 3+. 7"H
TABLE TOP BUILDING BLOCKS
Rebuild great structures from ancient history, or challenge kids to create new architectural works of art with these tabletop block sets. The 87-piece Starter Set contains 16 different shapes that can be used in conjunction with any of the “themed” add-on sets for limitless possibilities. Clean-up and storage is a breeze with the clear plastic bucket and lid with handles. Ages 3+.

G6102  ORIENTAL BLOCK SET
A 42-piece set of Oriental style blocks; 11 different shapes.

G6100  HANDY STARTER SET
An 87-piece set; 16 different shapes.

G6103  CASTLE BLOCK SET
A 40-piece set of castle style blocks; 12 different shapes.

G6104  GREEK BLOCK SET
A 40-piece set of Greek style blocks; 9 different shapes.

G6101  ARABIAN BLOCK SET
A 42-piece hardwood set of Arabian style blocks; 14 different shapes.

All sets come in a handy storage tub!

WEDGIES™!
Self-standing wooden figures painted on both sides. Ages 3+. 5.5"H

G121 MULTICULTURAL FAMILY - SET OF 24
Four ethnic family groups are combined to encourage personal identity and cultural awareness.

G166 CAREER SET - SET OF 30
Multi-cultural, non gender-biased set of 30 figures for dramatic role-playing.

G100 SPECIAL NEEDS CHILDREN - SET OF 5
Five active children with special needs promote positive awareness and role models. 4.5"H figures. Ages 3+. 
“Classroom furniture is important not only for comfort and aesthetics but for the function it serves within the classroom environment. It is essential to consider how the furniture complements the subject being taught and the comfort of the students.”

Alyse Castillo
Hiding classroom clutter and fostering an activity-based classroom – free of distraction and visual overload – now has the perfect partner in the Hideaway Collection. With a great selection of items that support classroom storage such as book browsers, multi-purpose storage units, coat lockers and a block organizer, all beautifully crafted in birch plywood with a durable UV finish, the Hideaway Collection offers a simple covered storage solution for classrooms, day care centers and other multi-use environments.

Available in both red and tan, the shades are engineered with a slow-glide closing system that is hidden within each unit. Our unique two-step steel turnbuckle latch makes securing the units a snap. The nylon shades are strong enough to withstand the rigors of daily classroom use and feature a 5-year warranty. Standard 10-year warranty on the cases.

Quick, simple and durable, a great new way to keep classrooms organized and efficient.

Two-step steel turnbuckle keeps the shade safely and securely attached.

5-year warranty on the heavy duty nylon shade.

Classic birch plywood construction with a durable UV finish backed by a 10-year warranty; standard on all cases.
Classroom Furniture

HIDEAWAY COLLECTION

3 AND 4 SECTION LOCKERS

3 SECTION LOCKER
G6606-RED • G6606-TAN
Includes bump-out seating area, top and bottom cubbies and 6 coat hooks.
37"W x 14"D x 50"H

4 SECTION LOCKER
G6607-RED • G6607-TAN
Includes bump-out seating area, top and bottom cubbies and 8 coat hooks.
49"W x 14"D x 50"H

BLOCK ORGANIZER

NEW!

G6605-RED
Provides 9 compartments for storage of classroom unit blocks of various sizes.
Fixed shelves. 42"W x 12"D x 25"H
**BOOK BROWSERS**

**SINGLE SIDED BOOK BROWSER**
G6603-RED • G6603-TAN
Five large shelves accommodate literature of all sizes, including big books.
36"W x 18"D x 30"H

**DOUBLE SIDED BOOK BROWSER**
G6604-RED • G6604-TAN
Five large shelves per side accommodate literature of all sizes, including big books.
36"W x 26"D x 30"H

**MULTIPURPOSE STORAGE UNITS**

**24" MULTIPURPOSE STORAGE UNIT**
G6601-RED • G6601-TAN
Fixed shelves. 48"W x 12"D x 24"H

**36" MULTIPURPOSE STORAGE UNIT**
G6602-RED • G6602-TAN
Fixed shelves. 48"W x 12"D x 36"H
**CLASSROOM FURNITURE**

**G6465 Double-Sided Book Browser**
This sturdy birch unit features five shelves per side and heavy duty, dual-wheel casters for mobility. Smooth UV finish. Adult assembly required. 36"W x 20"D x 30"H

**G6460 Single-Sided Book Browser**
Fashioned from birch, features five shelves and smooth, durable UV finish. Adult assembly required. 36"W x 15"D x 30"H

**G97014 Single-Sided Bookcase - 60"H**
Stylish, single-sided bookcase fits flush against walls, has 6 display shelves each approximately 11.5" deep, and features a top ledge for storing books or toys. Three adjustable shelves and one fixed shelf. Constructed of birch plywood, the unit features rounded edges and corners, a durable acrylic urethane finish, and ships with an anti-tip bracket. Adult assembly required. 36"W x 12"D x 60"H

**G97013 Single-Sided Bookcase - 36"H**
Three display shelves each measure approximately 11.5" deep. Features a top ledge for storing books or toys and middle two shelves are adjustable. Constructed of birch plywood, the unit features rounded edges and corners. Adult assembly required. 36"W x 12"D x 36"H
G97015  BOOK TOWER
Stylish and durable, this space-saving, 4-sided wooden bookcase provides generous display and storage in a small footprint. Features 16 shelves, 8 of which are adjustable and 12 powder-coated metal display brackets. Heavy duty casters for mobility are included. Adult assembly required. 22.5"W x 22.5"D x 48"H

G97018  DOUBLE-SIDED BOOKCASE
Versatile and durable wooden bookcase offers 5 shelves per side with varied compartment heights and sizes. Features 3 powder-coated metal display shelves on either side and heavy duty casters for mobility. Adult assembly required. 25"W x 25"D x 44"H

G97019  CORNER BOOK NOOK
Make use of your hard-to-utilize corner while displaying and storing your favorite books. Three dedicated sections face outward for book display and six sections with four adjustable shelves are perfect for book storage. Birch plywood construction with a smooth, durable UV coating. Adult assembly required. 22"W x 22"D x 44"H

G97012  4-SIDED LIBRARY
Features generous storage for books in a small area! Unit provides access on all four sides! Smooth UV finish and durable birch construction. Heavy duty, dual-wheeled casters for mobility. Adult assembly required. 25"W x 25"D x 44"H
**G6429 BIG BOOK STORAGE BOX**
Features casters for easy mobility, center divider for separating items and a handy size for both adults and children to gain access. Birch construction with a smooth, natural finish. Heavy duty, dual-wheeled casters for mobility. Adult assembly required. 18"W x 16.5"D x 22"H.

**G6445 BIG SWING MESSAGE BOARD**
The Big Swing Message Board is the perfect mobile announcement center. Lightweight and easy to use, featuring a 24" x 36" chalkboard on one side and a wipe-off markerboard on the other side. Sturdy base and solid birch posts with locking hardware. Adult assembly required. 32"W x 25"D x 44"H.

**G6447 BIG BOOK LIBRARY STORAGE**
The best of two proven classroom essentials! Display and easily select traditional size books from five-tiered shelves on one side and store big books on the second side of this versatile, mobile unit. Adult assembly required. 32.5"W x 23.5"D x 30.5"H.

**G6468 TEACHERS ROCKER**
Designed for teachers to match our Kiddie and Nordic rockers, the Teachers Rocker is the perfect blend of style and functionality for the classroom. Natural bent wood contours and smooth edges offer a modern design. Constructed to last, the Teachers Rocker is ideal for classrooms, group activities, reading time or libraries. Seat height 16". Adult assembly required. Maximum weight limit 250 lbs. 26"W x 26"D x 25"H.

See pages 20 and 21 for additional rockers.
**G6414 TABLETOP BIG BOOK EASEL**
A great classroom tool for story time or the reading corner. The Tabletop Big Book Easel features a write-on, wipe-off surface, an "L"-shaped ledge for holding back pages of large books while on display, and a hidden storage sleeve on the inside. Easily folds flat for storage. Adult assembly required. 24"W x 12"D x 22"H

**G6417 BIG BOOK EASEL**
Great for story time, the natural hardwood easel has a write-on/wipe-off surface with room to hold books, posters and charts on one side and a ladder design on the opposite for big book storage. Folds flat for easy storage. Adult assembly required. 24"W x 29"D x 27.5"H

**G6431 STACKING BOOKSHELVES**
Display your favorite books, CD's and DVD’s on these sturdy, stackable shelves! Crafted from heavy duty birch with a natural satin finish, these versatile shelves will provide that extra storage space every classroom needs! Use together or separately. Includes two shelves. Adult assembly required. Each shelf measures 24"W x 12"D x 18"H.

**G98002 BOOK TROLLEY**
Features an easel for displaying books, two sections for big books, six sections for smaller books and write on/wipe off panels. Birch construction and heavy duty, dual-wheeled casters for mobility. Adjustable shelves. Adult assembly required. 27"W x 19"D x 41"H
NEW!

**G6412 SCHOOL LIBRARY CART**
Perfect for classroom or library use. Features birch construction, heavy duty casters, and hand-hold cutouts. Angled top shelves, center divider and flat bottom shelf. Adult assembly required. 37"W x 18"D x 37.5"H

**G6436 SIT AND STORE READING CENTER**
A classroom reading environment is essential for learning. Perfect for a comfortable and dedicated reading area with a padded nylon seat and backrest. Seat height is 14.5". Plenty of book storage: cubbies above, below and behind. Constructed of birch plywood with a UV finish. Adult assembly required. Ages 3+. 48"W x 25"D x 30"H

**G6437 CANOPY FOR READING CENTER**
The perfect accessory for the Sit and Store Reading Center. Brightly colored cotton canvas with scalloped front. Includes acrylic-framed side-window cutouts. Adult assembly required. Ages 3+. 48"W x 25"D x 51"H

**G6419 EASY-VIEW STORAGE BENCH**
Multi-drawer storage bench features a cushioned seat and spacious storage with easy-view openings. Rear of unit features a toddler-friendly mirror. Cushion included. 45"W x 16"D x 12.5"H

G6436 Sit and Store Reading Center shown with G6437 Canopy for Reading Center
G6428 2-Sided Canvas Book Display

These lightweight and economical book storage and display units provide the perfect solution for large storage/display requirements on a tight budget. Both units feature a fabric design and deep, easy-clean pockets. Loads of book storage await in these simple, yet effective units. Adult assembly required.

G6427 Canvas Book Display

25"W x 12"D x 28"H

G6428 2-Sided Canvas Book Display

Includes heavy duty casters for mobility. 25"W x 24"D x 28"H

NEW!

G6428 BOOK DROP WITH CART

Provides a convenient, easy way to collect and re-shelve your books. Pull-out cart includes a padded base to protect books and media as they are dropped into the slot. Locking front opens to a pull-out cart with casters. Top pediment can be used for signs or notes. Made of birch plywood with a UV finish. Adult assembly required. 30"W x 24"D x 43.5"H

NEW!

G6435 LITTLE LECTERN

The Little Lectern will become the focus of your classroom. Perfect for book reports, presentations and class discussions. Promotes public speaking and group presentation skills. Constructed of walnut-stained birch plywood and solids with baseboard molding. Features pull-out carpeted riser that nests inside the unit when not in use. Adult assembly required. Ages 3+. 18"W x 17"D x 40"H

G6438 2-Sided Canvas Book Display

Includes carpeted riser
Stacking Audio Storage Units

This unique audio storage solution features two modular units for greater flexibility in the learning environment. One area holds a CD player or radio while the other holds headphones, CDs, DVD's, cassettes and more. Neatly stacks for storage and the natural finish will blend with any decor. Adult assembly required. Top unit measures 14"H, bottom unit measures 7"H. 18.5"W x 12"D x 23"H

Media Cart

Locking storage for your classroom audio/visual essentials. Includes a portable headset holder and plenty of interior shelf space with two cord cutouts. Heavy duty casters allow you to move your media supplies around your school or center. Constructed of birch plywood with a UV finish. Adult assembly required. 35"W x 20"D x 35"H

A/V Storage Unit

Secure storage for audio/visual equipment and media supplies that need to be safely stored. Features locking front doors, roomy storage compartments and a spacious pull-out drawer with adjustable dividers. Two cord cutouts in interior compartments. Top pediment can be used for signs or notes. Durable birch plywood construction. Adult assembly required. 30"W x 16"D x 40"H

Headphone stand stores on lower shelf for secure storage.
**G97044 UNIVERSAL STORAGE CENTER**

Multiple storage and compartment options defines the Universal Storage Center. Top storage caddy features 11 sections and scissors/pen/paintbrush holder and can be removed for tabletop use. Nylon glides on storage caddy. Contains two spacious pull-out drawers for paper storage. Lower doors open to additional storage with an adjustable shelf. Four heavy duty casters for mobility. Durable birch plywood construction with a matte UV coating. Adult assembly required. 21"W x 16"D x 38"H

**G98202 ART ACTIVITY CART**

The ultimate art cart! Features top tray with deep sides, a pull-out drawer with ball-bearing casters, center storage compartment with doors and ample space for art supplies, paper and more. Side dividers hold tall paper rolls or sheets. Hand-hold cutouts for easy mobility. Birch construction, heavy duty casters and steel hardware. Adult assembly required. 34"W x 16"D x 30"H

**G97030 MODULAR SCIENCE CENTER**

Sturdy, 5-piece plywood system includes acrylic magnifier unit, plant and grow unit, touch and see unit with clear acrylic panel and mystery opening, habitat unit with sliding acrylic panels and mobile base with casters. Each unit measures 15"W x 10"D x 8.5"H. Base is 18"W x 12"D x 3"H.
G98102  SEE AND STORE
DRESS-UP CENTER - NATURAL
Great for the classroom, nursery school or home, the See and Store Dress-Up Center features 3 storage units on one side for toys, shoes and dramatic play items; a deep bottom with sides; a sturdy wooden dowel for hanging clothes and costumes; and an acrylic mirror for dramatic play. Birch construction with a clear acrylic finish ensures years of use. Adult assembly required. 36”W x 14”D x 42”H

G6418  PLAYHOUSE HIDEAWAY BOOKSHELVES
Find 3 units in 1 with this unique storage, dramatic play and quiet time structure. Each of the 2 bookshelves features ample storage and durable birch plywood construction with a tough UV finish. The canvas Playhouse canopy features front and rear curtains. Adult assembly required. 71”W x 36.5”D x 49.5”H
**G98200 VANITY AND STOOL**
Beautifully constructed of birch plywood, the Vanity and Stool is the perfect addition to a bedroom, playroom or classroom. The unit features a durable bench capable of seating two, a large open storage compartment beneath the tabletop, and an unbreakable acrylic mirror with two side wings. Adult assembly required. Vanity measures 32"W x 20"D x 43"H. Stool measures 16"W x 10"D x 12.5"H.

**G98201 CLASSROOM ACTIVITY MIRROR**
A wonderful addition to a dramatic play corner, the Classroom Activity Mirror can be used flat against a wall or with the 12" sides angled out. Metal brackets secure the unit in either position on both the top and bottom. Heavy duty, non-breakable acrylic mirror will stand up to years of use. Keyhole hardware and screws provided for mounting the mirror to cinderblock or wall studs. Adult assembly required. 48"W x 18"H

**G98101 DRESS-UP CAROUSEL - NATURAL**
This natural-toned revolving carousel features hanging areas with wooden pegs, 8 storage cubbies, 2 mirrors and storage bins for make-up, jewelry, scarves, hats, shoes and more. Adult assembly required. 20" Diameter x 49.5"H

**Front View**
**Back View**
G97113 DIAPER SHACK
This durable, birch storage cabinet has substantial space for diapers and other sanitary clean-up supplies. Mounts horizontal on the wall (as shown) or stands vertical against the changing island on the floor. 22"L x 9.5"W x 41"H

G91000 CHANGING ISLAND
Easy glide, pull-out locking stairs on this deluxe diaper Changing Island. Features ample storage under cabinet, safety strap and cushioned easy-clean mat. Durable, birch construction with a smooth finish that cleans easily and thoroughly. 48"L x 22"W x 38.5"H

G97325 KITCHEN HELPER
Lightweight, easy to move, fold and store; our Kitchen Helper safely and securely elevates children to countertop height. Easily adjusts to three platform heights. Features fun cutouts, wipe-off marker board and chalkboard. Ships fully assembled. Safely supports up to 125 lbs. Ages 3+. 20"L x 21"W x 37"H

G97016 HIGH RISE STEP-UP
Constructed of birch plywood, this sturdy step stool is designed for the rigors of preschool and day care use. Features hand holds to assist in climbing up and down, side panels and textured, non-slip stair treads. 17"L x 21"W x 32"H

Folds Flat for Storage

Designed for toddlers from the ground up!

Perfect for home use too!
“In the building blocks of education gross motor skills would be considered the very foundation of the pile of blocks. It’s the beginning of all the other skills including reading, math, walking, language skills and so much more.”

Trenna Sue Hiler

G99003  MARBLE MAZE BALANCE BASES - SET OF 3
Move the marble through the maze by tilting the base! Set provides three different maze experiences. Circular wooden disc on reverse side allows bases to tilt in any direction in the standing position. Easy-grip handles allow for lap play fun. Solid wood construction. Marble permanently enclosed in maze by durable, clear acrylic panel. Set includes 3 bases, each measuring 11.5"W x 18.5"L x 3"H. Ages 3+.
G99004 Multi Match Sensory Discs
Close your eyes and feel the tactile pattern on the small hand tile. Test your sensory skill by matching that pattern to one on the tactile base plates that you feel with your feet. There are many other ways to play with Multi Match Sensory Discs: match colors, shapes or numbers; toss a disc to the matching colored base plate; play seated or standing! Fun for one or up to a group of four players. Set includes 5 tactile base plates of different colors, 20 hand tiles (4 of each color) and activity guide. Base plates measure 11.75" diameter. Hand tiles measure 4.5" in diameter. Great for enhancing sensory perception, color and shape-matching, and fine-motor skills. Ages 3+.

G99002 Sensory Stepping Stones
Close your eyes and feel the tactile patterns and test your sensory skill by identifying the textures and patterns on each “stepping stone.” Ages 3+.

G99001 Balance Base
Unique all wood rocking and balance base. Features smooth edges and a natural colored finish. Base can be flipped over for a different balancing challenge. Ages 3+.

G99000 Balance Beam
Solid birch beam securely attaches to pegged feet. Six foot beam measures 2.8” wide on one side, or flip it over for a narrower 1.5” width. Ages 3+.
“Creating multilevel activity areas using an appropriately designed loft encourages individual and small-group play without herding all the children from one activity to the next. These semi-enclosed activity areas provide for private and semi-private environments which are critical to the development of the young child’s self-concept and personal identity.”

Louis Torelli, M.S.Ed., and Charles Durrett, Architect
G97045 MARKET LOFT
The Market Loft is a great way to create multiple environments within a small footprint. The standard 84" wide x 76" deep x 84" high loft comes complete with carpeted stairs, acrylic-enclosed stair rails, a spacious carpeted top platform, and a play market below, complete with shelving and a canvas awning. Sturdy, impact-resistant, clear acrylic panels allow for adult supervision. Crafted with 2" thick hardwood posts, steel hardware, and birch plywood for maximum stability. Features a 50" clearance beneath the loft platform. Maximum weight limit 800 lbs. Adult assembly required. Ages 3+. All In One Kitchen sold separately. See pg. 24 for details.

G97046 MARKET LOFT EXTENSION KIT
Add 34" to the overall width of the loft with the Loft Extension Kit, bringing overall measurements to 118" wide x 76" deep x 84" high. Adult assembly required. Ages 3+.

G82101 SCHOOL BUS LOFT
Featuring bright, crisp graphics, multi-level decks, stairs and a slide, our School Bus Loft is loaded with features to encourage creative role-playing and cooperative group play. One slide and one stair included. Deck height 23". Adult assembly required. 40"W x 104"L x 69"H
TERMS & CONDITIONS

NEW ACCOUNTS: Set up as prepaid for the first six months. Please provide bank and 3 trade references for terms following qualifying period.

ORDERING: Opening order minimum of $250. Re-orders under $250 will incur a $5.00 under minimum charge. Order cancellation must be received in writing 5 days prior to the scheduled ship date. Orders for immediate shipment may not be cancelled. Orders shipped prior to notification of cancellation are buyer’s responsibility.

PAYMENT: Net 30 days for credit accounts. Past due accounts are subject to an interest charge of 1.5% per month, 18% annually. Buyers agree that if invoices are not paid in accordance with terms they will pay all costs for collection, including attorney’s fees.

DROP SHIPMENTS: Guidecraft will drop ship any items(s) directly to your customer. Minimum order policies will apply.

BACKORDERS: Guidecraft does not automatically cancel backorders. All backorder shipments are subject to the same terms and conditions as initial order.

CUSTOMER SERVICE: Shipping errors and/or damages must be reported within 7 days of customer’s receipt of goods for credit or product replacement. Defective product will be replaced for up to one year from customer’s receipt of goods. No returns on overstocks.

CATALOGS: First 50 free of charge. Catalogs in excess of 50 will incur freight charges.

FREIGHT: All orders ship FOB Winthrop, MN 55396. Guidecraft will ship your order via UPS, FedEx Ground or Common Carrier prepaid and add the charges for this service to your invoice. Guidecraft has contracts with several carriers and will endeavor to select the least expensive carrier; however, we cannot guarantee that the least expensive carrier will always be located or used for a particular route or delivery. You are free, and encouraged, to specify your own carrier and have the shipping charges billed directly to you from the freight carrier.

- **Business-to-Business Shipments** Including shipment to you or drop shipments to your customers that have a company name. Unless specifically directed, Guidecraft will ship all Business-to-Business shipments via common carrier, enlisting no special services.

- **Business-to-Consumer Shipments** drop ships on your behalf to individuals will be shipped by common carrier using Residential delivery rates. No other special services will be specified.

- **Special Services**: Please keep in mind that if special services are required we ask that you let us know at time of order by noting these requirements on your purchase order so these services can be billed at time of shipment. If additional services are requested or performed by the carrier, these services can result in additional charges. Common additional services encountered in our industry include, but are not limited to, residential delivery, inside delivery and lift gate service. If these services are not noted, but are deemed required by the carrier a special freight adjustment invoice will follow your original invoice. These additional charges are your responsibility.

- **Free Freight Program**: Refer to current pricelist for details.

SALES/CUSTOMER SERVICE
(800) 524-3555
(507) 647-5030
Fax: (507) 647-3254

GUIDECRAFT
55509 Highway 19 West
Winthrop, MN 55396
www.guidecraft.com